A simple relationship between viral load and survival time in HIV-1 infection
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ABSTRACT Despite important recent insights into the short-term dynamics of HIV-1 infection, our understanding of the long-term pathogenesis of AIDS remains unclear. Using an approach that places rapid progressors, typical progressors, and nonprogressors on a single clinical spectrum of disease progression, we quantitate the previously reported relationship between viral load and survival time. We introduce the concept of viral constant, present evidence that this quantity is conserved across patients, and explore the immunopathological implications of this finding. We conclude with a quantitative approach for assessing the benefits of a given regime of antiviral therapy.

HIV-1 infection is marked by a progressive decline in the number of circulating CD4 + T helper cells, which over a period of years leads to death from immune failure and opportunistic infection (1, 2). Although its clinical course is known to vary considerably from patient to patient, with progression to AIDS taking anywhere from 2 to 10 or more years, the reason for this variability remains unclear.

In addressing this question, several studies have reported a link between fast progression and high viral load in the blood (3–8). However, because of the great range in viral load measurements between patients (9–14), these studies have tended to group patients based on whether their measurements are high, middling, or low (3–7). Still, that viral load and disease progression should be linked in the aggregate makes it natural to suspect that they are linked at the level of the individual, and that there is some underlying relationship between viral load and survival time that holds true for patients from across the clinical spectrum. We present evidence that such a relationship exists and explore its potential immunopathological and therapeutic implications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient data were drawn from a National Cancer Institute study that began in 1982 of 134 HIV-1 seropositive men (10, 15). Viral load, CD4+ cell count, and clinical and treatment status were recorded on average once a year for each patient. For the 50 patients who seroconverted during the study, dates of seroconversion were estimated as the midpoint between the dates of the last negative and first positive viral load measurements, resulting in a measurement error of at most ± approximately 1 year for 47 of the 50. The remaining 84 patients were seropositive at the start of the study, making precise estimation of seroconversion dates impossible; seroconversion dates for these patients instead were estimated from epidemiological data on the cities in which they lived (15).

Of the 47 patients whose seroconversion dates could be well estimated, 16 progressed to AIDS and died during the study. Survival times, as approximated by the time from seroconversion until death, ranged from 3.8 to 13.7 years, with a mean of 6.9 years, consistent with previous reports (Table 1) (2). Of these 16, five received some form of antiviral treatment (though not triple-drug therapy), but in no case did this significantly affect final disease outcome. In general, each patient’s viral load measurements varied less than 10-fold after the resolution of primary infection. In most patients it followed no significant trend, although in six it increased moderately over time, consistent with previous reports (Fig. 1) (9–11).

As noted, several studies have found a general inverse relationship between viral load and survival time across groups of patients. We were interested in determining what form this inverse relationship takes on a patient-by-patient basis, using the average viral load, $\bar{v}$, and the time from seroconversion until death, $t_s$, to measure viral load and survival time (Table 1). Note that use of the average (arithmetic mean) of a given patient’s viral load measurements presupposes nothing about the trend viral load follows over time, provided that measurements are taken at roughly equal time intervals (see Discussion); hence this approach is compatible with both the set point hypothesis and observations of increase over time (10).

RESULTS

We plotted $t_s$ against $\bar{v}$ on log-log axes and found a highly significant ($P < 0.0001$; geometric mean regression) negative correlation between viral load and survival time. The correlation was surprisingly tight considering the error inherent in seroconversion date estimation, explaining nearly 75% of the observed variation ($r^2 = 0.74$). This observation suggests the relationship

$$L_s\bar{v}^k = C,$$

where $k = 0.49 \pm 0.07$ and the constant $C$, the “viral constant,” equals 1,325 (Table 1) (16). This means, for example, that doubling a patient’s survival time requires a 4-fold reduction in average viral load.

We can interpret the relative uniformity (see Table 1) of the viral constant by saying that some function of the total amount of viremia experienced by a given patient from seroconversion until death is roughly constant. We coin the term “viral year” to describe this quantity; so, for example, a patient with an average viral load of $1 \times 10^4$ copies of HIV-1 RNA/ml who
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It is clear from Fig. 2a that this relationship exhibits some variation. To better visualize it, we plotted a histogram of viral constants from these 16 patients (Fig. 3), which showed a distribution of values around a mean of 1,348 ± 63 viral years, with a SD of 252, consistent with the value of 1,325 for C given by the regression above. Interestingly, the only patient whose viral constant was below 1,000 (patient 19) was also the only patient whose viral load measurements were unevenly spaced. After a series of measurements approximately 8 months apart, viral load for this patient was not recorded for a period of 4 years (data not shown). Excluding this patient, the relationship in Fig. 2a now explained more than 82% of the observed variation without statistically changing k or C (data not shown). Hence even frequency of measurements may be important for accurate viral constant estimation.

It is likely that much of the variation in Fig. 2a may be the result of imprecision in estimating seroconversion dates, which could on average still account for a 13% error in survival time. To test this possibility, we relaxed our selection criteria to include patients who were seropositive at the start of the study (47 patients) and repeated the above analysis (Fig. 2b). The resulting plot still showed a highly significant correlation, with a slope in line with that of Fig. 2a, but one that now explained only 30% of the observed variation. Hence imprecision in estimating seroconversion dates indeed represents a significant source of error.

We next sought to link this relationship to the proximal cause of disease progression, CD4⁺ cell decline. Because we were interested in time course data, we first considered only patients with three or more CD4⁺ cell count measurements who exhibited a statistically significant CD4⁺ cell decline over time (40 patients). Following previous reports (17), we described this decline according to the equation

\[ x(t) = x_0 - mt, \]

where \( x(t) \) is the CD4⁺ cell count at time \( t \), \( x_0 \) is the baseline CD4⁺ cell count (taken at seroconversion), and \( m \) is the slope of CD4⁺ cell decline (Fig. 1).

Because progression to AIDS and death is associated with decreasing CD4⁺ cell counts, we made the approximation that a count of zero coincides with death. According to Eq. 2, this happens at time \( t_p = x_0 / m \), the predicted survival time (Fig. 1, arrows). We tested its predictive power by comparing actual \( t_a \) and predicted \( t_p \) survival times for the 25 of these 40 patients who progressed to AIDS and died during the study and found a significant correlation with regression slope of approximately 1 (significance of correlation \( P = 0.0001 \), \( r \) test for slope different from one \( P = 0.07, r^2 = 0.70 \)), supporting our use of \( t_p \).

A log-log plot of \( t_p \) vs. average viral load \( \bar{v} \) again revealed a highly significant correlation (Fig. 2c), with a slope in close agreement with that of Fig. 2a. The relative looseness of the correlation is most likely caused by error in approximating \( t_p \) and in estimation of seroconversion dates for those patients seropositive at the study’s inception. This finding suggests that the relationship summarized in Eq. 1 can be rewritten to include both baseline CD4⁺ cell count and rate of decline, although more precise data are required to further evaluate this possibility.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study we sought to quantitate the previously observed inverse relationship between viral load and survival time; we then asked whether this general observation might be a reflection of an underlying inverse relationship that holds for all patients, in the hope that this might help shed light on the mechanism of AIDS pathogenesis.
Symbolically, the view of HIV-1 disease progression that emerges from the present study is of the form

\[ x(t) = x_0 \left[ 1 - \frac{\log C}{t} \right]. \]  

[3]

Note the inclusion of both rate of CD4\(^+\) cell decline, \( m \), and CD4\(^+\) cell count at seroconversion, \( x_0 \). This means that for a given baseline CD4\(^+\) cell count, higher viral load is associated with faster decline and shorter predicted survival time (Fig. 4a); but consistent with the view that viral load drives progression, it also means that for a given viral load, higher baseline CD4\(^+\) cell count does not change predicted survival time (Fig. 4b).

This finding confirms the observation that CD4\(^+\) cell count is by itself a “grossly inaccurate” indicator of viral load (3). However, it also qualifies the previous report of an inverse relationship between viral load and rate of CD4\(^+\) cell decline (5), because our findings suggest such a relationship should hold only if baseline CD4\(^+\) cell counts are roughly equal. The probable explanation is that in the cited work, as in other previous studies (11), patients were sorted into large risk groups by level of viral load. Because each such group contained more than 100 patients, average baseline CD4\(^+\) cell count was roughly constant from group to group, which could have obscured any dependence on baseline CD4\(^+\) cell count.

From a clinical perspective, our results suggest that survival time is determined not only by a patient’s present level of viremia but also by a patient’s history with the disease. This finding is consistent with the idea that HIV-1 infection is progressively lymphodegenerative, and hence results in impaired CD4\(^+\) cell replenishment, as seen in patients undergoing effective antiviral therapy (18). Because a change in viral load late in the disease will come after the patient already has faced many viral years of HIV-1, our results imply that treatment begun in late-stage disease will be less beneficial than treatment begun early, in agreement with the conventional view of “hit early, hit hard” (19–21), although for different reasons (Fig. 5a). However, the decision to begin therapy depends on a variety of practical clinical considerations.

**Fig. 2.** A simple relationship between viral load and survival time. Viral load and survival time can be described by a simple phenomenological relationship (a) that explains nearly 75% of the observed variation; most of the remaining variation can be explained by error associated with seroconversion date estimation (±1 year for this group). Underlining the importance of accurate seroconversion date estimation, relaxing selection criteria to include patients seropositive at the start of the study (b) resulted in a much looser fit; however, it changed neither \( C \) nor \( k \) and the relationship remained highly significant. This relationship may reflect the underlying dynamics of CD4\(^+\) cell decline, because using CD4\(^+\) cell decline to predict survival time (c) gives results similar to those seen in a and b. Better estimation of seroconversion dates is required to further evaluate this possibility.

**Fig. 3.** Viral constant is relatively constant from patient to patient. There is some variability around the value of the viral constant, most likely because of imprecise estimation of seroconversion dates. Interestingly, the only patient whose viral constant was below 1,000 (patient 19) was also the only patient whose viral load measurements were not roughly evenly spaced, making calculation of \( v \) less accurate (see main text). Hence frequency of measurements is also important for accurate viral constant estimation.

**Fig. 4.** Viral load, CD4\(^+\) cell count, and survival time. For a given seroconversion CD4\(^+\) cell count, higher viral load is associated with faster decline and shorter predicted survival time (a); but counterintuitively, for a given viral load, higher seroconversion CD4\(^+\) cell count does not change predicted survival time (b). The dependence on seroconversion CD4\(^+\) cell count can be overlooked if large groups of patients are studied instead of individuals.
The quantitation summarized in Eq. 1 suggests that a given patient’s survival time is determined by the average viral load experienced by that patient over the course of infection. That our relationship explains nearly three-quarters of the observed variation in the data despite the significant error associated with seroconversion date estimation supports the conclusion that it holds across patients, and hence that it reflects the underlying mechanism of disease progression.

Our results are consistent with the view that progression is at some level quite simple. Upon seroconversion, a given patient can withstand only ∼1,300 viral years of HIV-1. Although there will likely be exceptions to this rule (which will fall in the tails of the distribution in Fig. 3), precision of the value for the viral constant will improve as more patients with more viral load measurements are analyzed.

The simplest interpretation is that viral load is a correlate of lymphocyte destruction. The more virus, the more rapidly lymphocytes are destroyed, the sooner the development of immunodeficiency, and consequently the faster the progression to AIDS and death. Assuming that productive CD4+ cell infection is proportional to the amount of stimulation by antigen-presenting cells, the value of k in Eq. 1 could be a consequence of the mechanics of antigen presentation. Four times as much virus leads to approximately twice as much CD4+ cell activation. This conclusion is consistent with a recent cross-sectional study that compared the activation state of CD4+ cells with viral load in a cohort of 30 HIV-1-infected patients (22).

That the viral constant is roughly unchanged from patient to patient then may reflect the fact that immune systems do not vastly differ from one person to another with respect to their CD4+ cell homeostatic mechanisms. Normal CD4+ homeostasis is maintained by a delicate balance between cell replenishment and cell death, which HIV-1 infection destroys (19, 23–30). Given evidence that the body responds to CD4+ cell depletion by maximizing replenishment (31), that cell count should decline at all implies that the rate of HIV-1-induced cell death is greater than the maximum rate of replenishment. Furthermore, because CD4+ cell decline is roughly linear, HIV-1-induced cell death must outstrip production by roughly the same amount at all times after seroconversion. Consideration of this point may help inform conjecture as to the mechanism of HIV-1 progression.

How does this finding relate to conventional wisdom regarding the viral set point (32)? If the set point for a given patient is a good approximation of the average viral load, predictions made from the two will be identical. However, this may not be the case in many patients, and the existence of a stable set point remains controversial (e.g., Fig. 1a and b, Lower (10, 33)). Regardless, we note that our finding is compatible with the set point hypothesis, observations of increase in viral load (10), and observations that viral load fluctuates significantly over time (33). This compatibility is because the average will smooth out fluctuations over time, provided measurements are roughly evenly spaced.

Our quantitation suggests a new way to gauge the effects of a given regime of therapy. Consider a patient with average viral load $\bar{v}$. According to Eq. 1, this patient’s predicted survival time will be $t = C/\bar{v}$. Assume treatment, initiated at time $\tau$ after seroconversion, reduces viral load to $\bar{v}_T$. The new predicted survival time, $t^*$, then is approximated by the equation

$$t^* = \frac{C^2}{R} - R\tau,$$

where $R = (\bar{v}/\bar{v}_T) - 1$. In general, this means that even moderate (5- to 10-fold) long-term suppression of viral load is at least as beneficial as stronger (100- to 1,000-fold), but transient, treatment, as previously suggested (Fig. 5b) (34).

In sum, in the present work we have quantitated the previously observed relationship between viral load and survival time. The result provides evidence that disease progression in patients from across the clinical spectrum can be well described by a single simple phenomenological relationship. This, in turn, gives rise to a quantitative approach for assessing the benefits of antiviral therapy that may prove useful in evaluating mechanistic and mathematical models of AIDS pathogenesis (35, 36).
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